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Complete view of simulated data generation and analysis

Simulated microsphere and point source data sets were generated using the procedure of the
section Image simulation, with settings as specified for the six combinations of wavelength and
imaging configuration detailed in the section Simulation parameters. Each image in a given data
set was subjected to maximum likelihood localization that fits an Airy pattern to the image, the
details of which are given in the section Maximum likelihood localization. After discarding any
pairs of x0 and y0 estimates that place the microsphere or point source outside the ROI used for
the localization, the mean of the x0 estimates and the mean of the y0 estimates were calculated,
and respectively compared to the true values x0 and y0. Likewise, the x-localization accuracy
and the y-localization accuracy for the data set were calculated as the standard deviations of
the x0 estimates and the y0 estimates, and respectively compared to the limits of the x- and
y-localization accuracy, computed as described in the sections Localization accuracy and its

limit and The Airy pattern for microsphere data and point source data, respectively.

Two types of localization were carried out on each data set. In one case, the width parameter
of the Airy pattern was not estimated during the maximum likelihood localization, and was
instead fixed to its theoretical value of 2πna

λ
, with na and λ as determined by the assumed

imaging settings. In the other case, the width parameter was estimated along with the positional
coordinates of the microsphere or point source, such that the maximum likelihood estimator
was able to narrow or broaden the Airy pattern.

In both cases, the initial guesses for x0 and y0 were randomly generated, for each image in the
data set, to be within ±15% of x0 and y0, respectively. This translates to initial guesses that
are within approximately one pixel of the true value in both the x and y directions. In the case
where the Airy width parameter was estimated, the initial guess for the width parameter was
likewise randomly generated, for each image in the data set, to be within ±15% of the true
(i.e., theoretical) value in the analysis of point source data sets. In the analysis of microsphere
data sets, however, the initial guess for the Airy width parameter was the same for every image
in the data set, and was determined by visually matching an Airy pattern to the model image
of the microsphere.


